Guide to Plug Plants

What do we mean by ‘plug plant’?
We are using this term to describe small potted wild flower plants. Within
the project we have found that bigger plants are better - more likely to
survive planting out and resist desiccation. Our ‘plug plants ‘are in fact
grown to fill 7cm pots and some species are 2 years old before we plant
them out in the field. We do not use smaller ‘plugs’ because losses are so
high. We prefer to use bigger plants and a more thorough planting
method.
Why use plug plants


Some species are not so easy to introduce as seed, unless
you plough the field beforehand and create a clean
seedbed.



Growing species as plugs ensures a good sized plant with
an established root system that should establish quickly.



Some species take a long time to germinate and /or may
require frosting to break dormancy in the seed coat.
Sowing them in pots or trays means they can be
transplanted once they have germinated.



Groups of the same species can be planted close to each
other to aid pollination.

Growing your plants

Collecting and storing seed

Normal seed sowing and transplanting rules apply— use fresh
seed, a good quality compost, bulked out with Vermiculite to
prevent compaction and drying out.

This is a huge subject which is impossible to cover here. The Millenium
Seedbank at Wakehurst run a very
thorough one day course through Flora locale on this subject (21st July
2016) and there are some very useful
handouts on their website http://
www.kew.org/science-conservation/
collections/millennium-seed-bank

Many wildflower seeds do not require covering with a layer of
compost and none require bottom heat. Many can be sown in
autumn and left outside to become frosted. Some will
germinate straight away, and some in the spring. Leave your
seed trays for at least a year if you have sown crane's-bills.
These can take a long time to germinate so don’t give up after
a few months.
Gently prick out the seedlings once they have 2 true leaves
into small pots and water them in. Grow them on until the
root system is well established and fills a 7cm pot.

Planting Plug Plants
When to plant
Autumn planting is recommended as it allows time for the
root to establish over winter giving them a greater chance
of competing with the existing sward in Spring. Spring
planting is possible but there is a higher risk of failure due to
drought in Southern and Eastern Counties.
Where to plant
Have a walk over your field to get an idea of the size and where the best areas for planting are – avoid
under trees and hedges, around troughs and tracks. Planting location should be based on the specific
ecological requirements for the individual species
Planting methods
Gold Planting Method—slow but sure (100-150 plugs planted per 6 hour day per planter)


Cut a small divot out around 4” (10cm) square and at least as deep as the plug. Slice off the grass
turf and invert this in the bottom of the hole.



Crumble the remaining earth back into the hole and plant the plug into it. Firm down the earth
around the plug

Silver Planting Method –quick and dirty






Cut a square tuft with a spade and turn it
over. It can be shallow (1-2”/2.5-5cm)
Make a hole with a dibber through the
centre of the upturned turf the same
depth as your plug. Don’t make it too deep
or the roots will be dangling in mid air!

Equipment
A quad and trailer is useful to distribute plants and kit
around the field
Spades – narrow bladed tree planting spades are best for
the gold method. Ordinary spades can be used for the
silver method

Plant your plug plant, ensuring contact between the plug and the hole.

Strong trowels, dibbers

Firm down the edges.

Canes to mark out areas

Strong latex moulded gardening gloves

Plug plants of appropriate species (at least 1, 000/ha)
Trugs to carry plants to each part of the field
Buckets to water any left over plugs at the end of the day
First aid kit
Calories for volunteers inform of cake biscuits, hot drinks
etc.
ID guides so volunteer know what they are planting.

Clock Method


Mark out the first areas to be plug planted with canes or similar. You may need to paint the
tops with fluorescent paint to see them against the grass. You will be planting plugs in
groups of 12, forming a circle of 8 plugs, with 4 in the centre. We call these’ clocks’. If you
have a 1ha field this will be 1000 plugs divided by 12 which gives you 83 clocks. If you have
10 groups of volunteers this would be around 8 clocks each.



Divide each group of volunteers into threes – one ‘digger’ and two ‘planters’ .



Assign a portion of the total planting area to each trio and mark these with canes. Move the
canes to mark the unplanted areas of the field through the day. It’s easier if the planters
each have a section of the field they can plant together. The project officer can then keep
them supplied with plugs through the day, and keep moving canes so they know where their
next clock is.



Keep the plugs wrapped and out of the wind– they dry out
quickly!



The diggers will dig a circle 2m diameter of 8 holes. Four
plugs can be spread out in the centre. This forms the clock,
though it is more like a compass rose!



Plant the same species in each ’clock’ to aid cross pollination
and avoid a regulated appearance, but don’t worry if some
clocks are mixed.

Row Method


During the 2013 planting season we found that is 25% quicker to plant plugs in rows, and to assign
planters a row to put in.



Project officers marked rows with flagged canes at each end and worked out the planting rate then
dropped plugs where they were to go in at
intervals along the row. The plugs were then
planted evenly along the row. This isn’t as natural
looking (or as satisfying for volunteers) as planting
a clock but is faster.
Local Provenance
Plants should be of British native origin and
where possible, they should be of local origin
i.e. originating from seed collected from
grassland close to where they are to be
planted. This will ensure greater success as
they will be adapted to local conditions.

